exceptions to the rule of mortal love do not detract from Targoff 's argument. Instead, they illustrate the force with which Wyatt, Shakespeare, Marvell, and others disavowed the sentimental option.
write iambic pentameters like no one before or since. Recently, however, a potent charge has been laid at Milton's door, and one that remains hard to shake -that he is guilty of the great modern sin of conviction. In the postsecular age, Milton has been repackaged as a zealot, an abettor of religious violence like that of the fanatical biblical hero in Samson Agonistes, a terrorist, or at least hard to disentangle in the end from a terrorist mindset. Critics belonging to the self-styled 'New Milton Criticism' have tried to rescue the poet from these characterisations by insisting that Milton did not hold any of his beliefs quite as firmly as one might think. His writings, instead, show a generous lack of certitude in matters of religion and a broad-minded commitment to multiplicity, open-endedness, and interpretative pluralism that should grant him long-term protection under the aegis of indeterminacy. To many, this has seemed like special pleading: we may not like some of Milton's convictions (though advocacy of religious violence, it must be said, does not appear to have been one of them), but to deny their existence makes Milton's actions and his poetry a bit nonsensical.
David Quint's brilliant book Inside Paradise Lost does not engage in special pleading of this kind, and anyone who wishes to fall in love with Milton again will find in its pages the poet of their heart's longing. Quint's Milton knows what he means to say and develops a profoundly beautiful poem in which to say it -highly organised, thickly textured, unified in all its polyvalence, and thoroughly successful. This Milton is a thoughtful and benevolent artist who sees complexity everywhere but works to streamline it for his readers into intelligibility and order. Indeed, the poem's straightforward message, as Quint states in the book's first sentence with a bit of selfconscious flippancy-is 'make love, not war'. This claim, 'more and less familiar', is advanced through scrupulous, imaginative, and engaging excavations of the literary structures, patterns, and processes by which Milton turns the epic tradition on its head to write a heroic poem that replaces war with love and thereby ends the epic genre altogether. In the book's final pages, Quint watches Adam and Eve leave Paradise as 'the gates of epic close behind them' ( p. 248). The world spreading before their eyes will not be the province of epic, but of the humbler, more intimate genre of the novel.
That Quint showily dispenses with his argument in the book's opening sentence should not deter readers from noticing that there is much here that is new -or, perhaps more accurately but still non-trivially, much that strikes one newly because of the fierce clarity and patient precision of Quint's prose. It will surprise no one that Milton imagined himself writing against an epic tradition starting from Homer that saw war as the only proper subject for heroic verse, or that he aimed to replace epic's traditional military heroism with a vision of Christian love. What precisely that love is and how it manifests itself in the poem makes for more eye-catching reading. We find it not, or not merely, in the Son's charity-driven promise to save humanity with his death, but crucially for Quint, in Adam's choice of love for Eve over obedience to God. What Quint takes to be the poem's central heroic action -Adam's falling in love -sets in motion the Son's theological response of loving self-sacrifice (a 'fortunate' fall) and, more provocatively, anticipates the new Christian dispensation in which the gospel of love trumps observance of the law. Adam's fall is not really a mistake. Motivated as he is by loving commitment to another human being, manifested in the sexual life of marriage, Adam models Christian love avant la lettre. For all its despair and darkness, the Fall triggers real moral advances for the first human couple, as they grow in conjugal companionship towards increased faith and freedom. 'By their own exercise of charity, Adam and Eve can attain a paradise within in place of the one they have lost; and love seems to fulfill -and thus relegate to an older law -the divine command of obedience' ( p. 7). This means that love is inseparable from free choice, and Adam and Eve's postlapsarian marriage forms the basis of all human social interactions, notably the fraternal charity undergirding political liberty. In this way, Milton revises the biblical tradition of the Genesis myth just as rigorously as he reverses the direction of heroic poetry. Human beings are better off for the Fall: they now have a larger field in which to exercise the freedom that is Christian love.
Quint writes stirringly about love in multiple forms, emphasising Milton's decision to locate the poem's most important action in the human sphere rather than in the cosmological struggles of angels and devils, and his reading of the Book X reconciliation scene is especially memorable. But to a certain extent all of this is secondary. Quint's stated target of investigation is Milton's art. He aims to unveil the literary designs by and through which Milton builds his edifice of fictional meaning, and the drama of the unfolding chapters (there are eight following the introduction) centres on the discovery and exegesis of the range of aesthetic strategies Milton uses to construct, arrange, and unite the poem's fictions. Principal among these is allusion, which Quint defines (following Stephen Hinds's cogent riposte to undiluted poststructuralism) as a conscious reference to an anterior text or group of texts chosen by an author but left to the reader to assemble and decipher. Allusion, as Quint understands it, is not a glittering display of erudition or an oedipal anxiety of influence but, more subtly and meaningfully, a form of rhetoric by which a poet summons other texts into the verbal fabric of a poem to create supplemental layers of metaphor out of several texts unexpectedly juxtaposed. Single allusions propel readers into colliding textual worlds that are drawn into relations of likeness and difference, like the elements of simile. Here the influence of Gian Biagio Conte and Thomas Greene is strongly felt, but Quint is hunting slightly larger literary game: not individual moments of allusive friction between, say, Milton and Homer or Milton and Tasso, but systems and patterns of allusion that depend on the dense layering of multiple intertexts.
This exhortation to recall allusion's rhetorical status as a type of metaphor lends urgency to Quint's aim of revealing Milton's systematic verbal engagement with the texts of his predecessors. To ignore patterns of verbal reminiscence is like ignoring the semantic amplification of figurative language. Without hearing these notes descanting above and below the melody, we miss the poem's orchestration and its musical thickness. But Quint's key point is that sometimes the descant is the melody. He argues compellingly that Milton's meaning often resides in the clash of subtexts, making them the real centre of gravity, not just the icing on the cake. This is true of the example with which the book begins, the narrator's ironic aside in Book II, lamenting the co-operation of the devils as they work together so productively to build Pandemonium, while human beings make war against each other and ignore the real threat to their welfare, the devils acting in harmony:
Oh shame to men! Devil with devil damned Firm concord holds, men only disagree Of creatures rational, though under hope Of heavenly grace: and God proclaiming peace, Yet live in hatred, enmity and strife Among themselves, and levy cruel wars, Wasting the earth each other to destroy: As if (which might induce us to accord) Man had not hellish foes enough besides, That day and night for his destruction wait. This passage summons up two earlier formulations of a similar idea: Luís de Camões's denunciation of Protestant religious schism in Os Lusíadas (Christians should be fighting the Muslim infidel, not each other) and Ariosto's invective against internecine Catholic conflict in Orlando Furioso (other Christians who should also be fighting Muslims). Milton plays their voices against each other to sharpen the force of his narrator's outburst. Despite the confessional differences of their warring Christians, neither Camões nor Ariosto objects to warfare in itself. They see the problem as one of misdirected violence, easily solved by refocusing on the right earthly enemy. Milton's narrator, by contrast, objects to all violent division between human beings because earthly war distracts us (Christians and Muslims alike) from the spiritual attacks of Satan. The allusions to Camões and Ariosto act as clarifying co-ordinates, allowing Milton to plot his own position in relation to them, correcting (what he constructs as) their militaristic enthusiasm even as he advances his own anti-war stance.
From allusive strategies like these emerges a Milton who thinks by way of rigorous comparison and who articulates his thoughts in web-like structures of textual association. The most virtuosic sections of the book are those in which Quint assembles a seemingly cacophonous conference of interlocutors only to reveal Milton deftly marshalling them all towards his desired ends. The usual suspects are all present -Milton spars with Homer, Virgil, Ariosto, Tasso, Spenser, and other epic-romance greats -but some of the most exciting passages involve less familiar collaborators, as when Quint sees the misogynistic sententiousness of Hesiod's Theogony and Euripides's Hippolytus feeding into Adam's despair soliloquy (X. 888-908); or when Diodorus Siculus's Universal History provides the account of spontaneous solar generation that Satan uses to encourage Eve towards pagan sunworship: 'this fair earth I see / warmed by the sun, producing every kind / Them nothing' (IX. 720-2); or when in the prophetic story of the Flood in Book XI, Milton superimposes Homer's city at war and city at peace (Iliad XVIII. 490-540) onto Augustine's account of the two cities in The City of God.
Another case in point is the magnificent third chapter, 'Fear of Falling: Icarus, Phaethon, and Lucretius'. Here Quint offers a tour-de-force discussion of Satan's journey through Chaos, in which we are taught to see a thickly plotted confrontation with Lucretian atomism via Virgil, Dante, Tasso, Ovid, and Milton's early anti-Epicurean Latin poem Naturam non pati senium, as Milton interweaves the over-reacher myths of Icarus and Phaethon to position the flying Son and the soaring poet against the falling Satan. Starting from the line 'Fluttering his pennons vain plumb down he drops' (II. 933), Quint traces Satan's sudden precipitous fall and chance recovery by 'rebuff of some tumultuous cloud' (II. 936) to Virgil's story of Daedalus and Icarus (Aeneid VI. 14-31), which remythologises Lucretius's naturalistic account of birds dropping from the sky around Cumae because of the sulphurous fumes rising from Lake Avernus. The Virgilian Icarus myth, repackaged by Dante into Ulysses's 'folle volo' and combined by Tasso with Ovid's version of Icarus into Columbus's 'volo audace', makes its way into Milton's description of Satan travelling through Chaos: 'As in a cloudy chair ascending rides | Audacious' (VII. 30-1). Satan is linked to Dante's and Tasso's disastrous Icarus-Ulysses-Columbus, who sailed with his wings as oars beyond divinely sanctioned limits and drowned. Satan's flight is as mad, audacious, and wrong-headed as theirs. At the same time, Satan's fluttering 'pennons' evoke the feathery wings of Lucretius's plunging birds ('pinnarum nisus inanis', DRN 6.8.34), situating Satan's sudden fall and sudden rise in the context of an Epicurean universe of chance. Satan is kept aloft by random contingency, the swerving of atoms. All this, Quint argues, works to parody Satan's aspiration to epic flight, and 'corrects the Lucretian vision of a universe ruled by chance', which was also the target of his early anti-Lucretian Latin poem parodying the idea that the world will age and eventually collapse. By contrast, the Son successfully drives his Father's chariot in the War in Heaven, an act which restores the universe to creative order and has its parallel in the poet's song 'That with no middle flight intends to soar | Above the Aonian mount' (I. 13-15). This expansive verbal nexus involving falling, flight, soaring, oars, and wings gets an added jolt of energy when Quint quotes a letter Milton wrote to Charles Diodati in 1637, in which he uses the Greek verb pterophuo to tell his friend, 'I am letting my wings grow and preparing to fly'.
As in all studies of allusion, the proof is in the pudding, and one occasionally feels that the result would be quite different if a different chef were doing the mixing. In Satan's encounter with the Lucretian void, Quint sees deflationary parody -Satan is so hapless that he depends on an arbitrary puff of wind to advance his cause -but the very same allusive network could point in the opposite direction towards anxiety, ambivalence, or contradiction. At a certain point we are informed of Milton's possible 'unease' with the philosophical strength of the Lucretian doctrine he intends to confute, but the presence of an Epicurean void, even in the no man's land of Chaos, could also be interpreted (like the 'black tartareous cold Infernal dregs' that John Rogers and others see as a challenge to the poem's vitalist materialism) as evidence of Milton's scepticism about the universe's divine governance or his uncertainty about God's presence throughout creation. The opposition between flying and falling, which Quint sees as rigorously distinguishing between the good Phaethon (the Son, the poet) and the bad Phaethon (Satan), begins to look less like a binary contrast than a confused and possibly illegible entanglement of good and evil. Sometimes Quint wants Paradise Lost to be less misreadable than it is, and a bit of the 'New Milton Criticism' may be desired after all.
It is a strength of the book, however, that it produces the desire to debate its conclusions. Readers will want to linger over Quint's analysis, re-evaluate his assembled evidence, and chart the steps of logic in his interpretations. In doing so, they will be brought back again and again to the text of Paradise Lost, and for this reason, the chronological arrangement of the chapters is especially welcome. Another of Quint's implicit arguments is that in Paradise Lost structure is theme. The formal disposition of fictional elements offers a roadmap for understanding their thought content. It matters to Milton's meaning, for example, that the order of action in Book I (catalogue of devils, muster of troops, deliberation in council) reverses the order of the same elements in Books II-III of the Iliad (council, muster, catalogue): all that demonic build-up results in nothing more than talk. Similarly, the sequential arrangement of the collective Iliadic war council followed by Satan's solo Odyssean journey shows one heroic model being replaced by another, as Milton leaves Iliadic military heroism (and its Renaissance counterpart, the aristocratic duel) farther and farther behind. Likewise, Satan's enactment of the Homeric Doloneia -when he is caught on a night-time spying mission by Zephon and Ithuriel ( just as the Trojan spy Dolon is captured by Odysseus and Diomedes) -reveals his true colours, and is not, as Renaissance Homeric commentators considered Book X of the Iliad, an inauthentic interpolation. Quint's emphasis on structure and design sends the reader back to the texts to assess their findings, and this process of revisiting and rethinking makes reading the book an experience for which Milton had the perfect phrase: 'rational delight' (VIII. 391).
This may be the book's most important intervention. In 2015 Quint's emphasis on Milton's literary art is meaningfully revisionist. When the title promises to take us 'inside' Paradise Lost, it appears at first glance to refer to Quint's learned and genial didactic approach. Inside Paradise Lost is a guide of sorts, a sequential reading of Milton's epic that takes students and scholars step by step through the details of the poem's movements, sounds, structures, and episodes. It looks as though the author is offering to give us the inside scoop, a glamorous backstage view of what usually stays behind closed doors, so that we too can be in the know. What is dark he pledges to illumine. But there is another unspoken and more polemical edge to the book's title. Going 'inside' Paradise Lost conjures up an 'outside'. Quint does not say so in as many words, but much recent Milton criticism stays on the outside of his reading: he does not pay much attention to the material circumstances of the text's production or to its reception history, to seventeenth-century printing practices or to contemporary religious and political pamphlets. We are not asked to contemplate the relevance to the poem of a new archive or a new group of thinkers. Like so many Miltonists, I have been a beneficiary (and a sometimes a practitioner) of thick contextual description in seventeenth-century literary, intellectual, and religious culture. But I did not miss it here. This is not to say that Quint over-skimps on context to make room for his poets: the book is rich in historical and biographical detail, but its heart lies elsewhere, in the 'poetic texture and pleasure of Milton's epic' ( p. 2).
Some books matter for what they say, others for when they say it. Inside Paradise Lost matters for both these reasons, and especially for the latter. It is a timely aesthetic study which will be read and re-read by Milton scholars and students. It will be mined for its learning, discussed, challenged, and enjoyed. Literary studies will be so much the better for it. IN HIS PREFACE TO THE ANATOMY OF MELANCHOLY, Robert Burton dwells in characteristically fine detail on the international reputation of his home country. He emphasises its positives -the 'fair' cities, the ports, the lawsand admits that it lacks good rivers and prosperous towns. The primary English failing, according to Burton, is idleness -a fault it would be difficult to find in the writer himself. Burton follows this evaluation with a long, satirical reflection on a literary form that was well known, as Chloë Houston points out at the opening of The Renaissance Utopia, for 'imagining practical social reform' ( p. 4). He writes:
I will yet to satisfie & please my selfe, make an Utopia of mine owne, a new Atlantis, a poeticall commonwealth of mine owne, in which I will freely domineere, build Citties, make Lawes, Statutes, as I list my selfe. And why may I not? (Pictoribus atque Poëtis, &c.)
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The Anatomy of Melancholy first appeared in 1621, some 105 years after the first publication of Thomas More's Utopia and six years before the appearance of Francis Bacon's New Atlantis. Burton's reference to 'a new Atlantis', as quoted above, was added specifically to the second edition of his text in 1628. For Burton to insert the name of Bacon's text a mere year after its publication stresses its topicality: the writer of The Anatomy of Melancholy was an avid collector of
